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JSON data collections are usually massive and 
schema-less. Inferring a schema describing the 
structure of these collections is crucial for 
formulating meaningful queries and for adopting 
schema-based optimizations. 

In this demo we showcase a tool for inferring 
schema information from very large JSON data 
collections. The inference process is interactive, and 
allows the user to apply different levels of precision 
to different fragments of the schema, without a fixed 
and immutable precision policy.

FIGURE 1 System architecture.

Equivalence Relations
In the Reduce phase equivalent types are merged 
based on the chosen equivalence relation. 
K equivalence merges all record types and yields a 
union of a record and array type.
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FIGURE 3 Schema exploration.
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When using the kind equivalence ( ), every record type is
equivalent to any other record type, and every array type is
equivalent to any array type. Hence, this equivalence leads to
merging all record types into a single one while indicating for
each �eld whether it is optional or mandatory.

To illustrate, consider the following heterogeneous collection
containing three JSON records and one array.

>1 {0 : 1,1 : 2,3 : {4 : 3, 5 : 4}}
>2 {0 : 1, 2 : 2,3 : {6 : 3,⌘ : 4}}
>3 {0 : 1, 2 : 2,3 : {4 : 3, 5 : 4}}
>4 [123, ”012”, {0 : 10,1 : 20}]

The map phase yields for each value a corresponding schema.
Essentially, atomic values are mapped to their corresponding
atomic types (numbers to Num, etc), while complex constructs are
processed recursively. The potentially heterogeneous content of
arrays is concisely represented using the union (+) operator.

>1 ! B1 = {0 : Num,1 : Num,3 : {4 : Num, 5 : Num}}
>2 ! B2 = {0 : Num, 2 : Num,3 : {6 : Num,⌘ : Num}}
>3 ! B3 = {0 : Num, 2 : Num,3 : {4 : Num, 5 : Num}}
>4 ! B4 = [Num + Str + {0 : Num,1 : Num}]

During the reduce phase, equivalent types are merged based
on the chosen equivalence relation. The  equivalence merges
all record types and yields a union of a record and array type, as
follows:
(3 = { 0 : Num,1 : Num?, 2 : Num?,

3 : {4 : Num?, 5 : Num?,6 : Num?,⌘ : Num?}
}
+ [ Num + Str + {0 : Num,1 : Num}]

The record type reports all �elds appearing in the merged
record types from the map phase, while indicating whether they
are mandatory or optional (this latter fact being indicated by
decorating the �elds with ?). For instance, 0 is a mandatory �eld
of type Num, while 1, 2 , and 3 are optional �elds of type Num;
furthermore, 3 values are objects whose �elds are all optional.
Notation 2.1 In the following, when a union schema B1 + . . . + B=
is inferred by means of an equivalence E, we will use the pre�x
notation +E (B1, . . . , B=), so that the inferred schema indicates which
equivalence has been used in order to decide what schemas to merge
in the inference process. For readability, we omit the +E pre�x for
atomic types when they appear as a singleton.

So for instance, we note (3 as

(3 = + ( { 0 : Num,1 : Num?, 2 : Num?,
3 : + ({4 : Num?, 5 : Num?,6 : Num?,⌘ : Num?})

},
[ + (Num, Str, {0 : Num,1 : Num})]

)

Concerning precision, it is worth observing that the above
schema hides important correlation information like the fact that
1 and 2 never co-occur or the fact that �elds 4 and 5 always occur
together.

To derive a more precise schema, where records having di�er-
ent labels are kept separated, we use the label equivalence (!),
according to which record types are equivalent only if they share
the same top-level �eld labels. So, by means of the ! equivalence
only B2 and B3 are merged, thus obtaining:

(4 = +! ( { 0 : Num, 1 : Num, 3 : {4 : Num, 5 : Num}},
{ 0 : Num, 2 : Num,
3 : +! ({4 : Num, 5 : Num}, {6 : Num,⌘ : Num} ) },

[ +! (Num, Str, {0 : Num,1 : Num} )]
)

The resulting inferred schema (4 gives now a very detailed
description of the records in the data by sacri�cing conciseness.

However, in general, schemas are much larger than those
in the above example, and this could be a complication for an
analyst who wants a precise description of a speci�c part of the
dataset/schema (for instance one speci�c record type) without
being overwhelmed by a too large schema describing all the
rest. In order to overcome this limitation, we show in the next
section how inferred schemas can be interactively manipulated
by the analyst, by preserving soundness (schemas obtained in
the interaction all describe the dataset at hand).

3 INTERACTIVE SCHEMA INFERENCE
The interactive schema inference is very useful when it allows
for describing the same data with di�erent levels of precision-
succinctness, so that parts of greater interest to the user are
described with the �nest precision, while parts with lower in-
terest are described in a succinct way. The interactive schema
inference proposed in [12] goes into this direction, and to show
its e�ectiveness we illustrate below a possible interaction that the
user can perform on the schema inferred from a real-life dataset,
crawled from the o�cial NYTimes API [5] and consisting in meta-
data about articles of the newspaper. This dataset is interesting
for our problem since it features many irregularities at several
levels, and discovering these irregularities, using a traditional
type inference mechanism, may simply become unpractical.

A simpli�ed version of the  type inferred from this dataset
is depicted in Figure 1. This schema focuses on the byline part
which describes the authors of the articles. By examining this
schema, the user realizes that almost all the �elds are optional
and hence, she/he may want to dig deeper to investigate for a
potential correlation between the di�erent �elds.

+ ({ 3>2B :
+ ({ 1~;8=4 :

+ ({ 2>=CA81DC>A : Str?
>A60=8I0C8>= : Str?
>A868=0; : Str?
?4AB>= : [+ ({5 = : Str?,

;= : Str?,
<= : Str?,
>A6 : Str?}) ]

})
})

})

Figure 1: The NYTimes  type.

The type resulting from re�ning the content of byline is de-
picted in Figure 2 and shows four possible situations which corre-
spond to di�erent combinations of the contributor, organization,
and original �elds, but, more interestingly, it reveals that the oc-
currence of organization implies that person has an empty array,
while its absence coincides with the case where person contains
an array with a record type. This observation can be explained by
the fact that, when an article is written by an organization, the
person �eld is not relevant and hence it contains an empty array
and, conversely, when it is written by persons, the organization
�eld is irrelevant and, hence, it just does not appear in the byline
�eld.

Now that the user has gained some knowledge about the struc-
ture of the byline �eld, she/he may want to explore the person
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equivalent to any other record type, and every array type is
equivalent to any array type. Hence, this equivalence leads to
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>1 {0 : 1,1 : 2,3 : {4 : 3, 5 : 4}}
>2 {0 : 1, 2 : 2,3 : {6 : 3,⌘ : 4}}
>3 {0 : 1, 2 : 2,3 : {4 : 3, 5 : 4}}
>4 [123, ”012”, {0 : 10,1 : 20}]

The map phase yields for each value a corresponding schema.
Essentially, atomic values are mapped to their corresponding
atomic types (numbers to Num, etc), while complex constructs are
processed recursively. The potentially heterogeneous content of
arrays is concisely represented using the union (+) operator.

>1 ! B1 = {0 : Num,1 : Num,3 : {4 : Num, 5 : Num}}
>2 ! B2 = {0 : Num, 2 : Num,3 : {6 : Num,⌘ : Num}}
>3 ! B3 = {0 : Num, 2 : Num,3 : {4 : Num, 5 : Num}}
>4 ! B4 = [Num + Str + {0 : Num,1 : Num}]

During the reduce phase, equivalent types are merged based
on the chosen equivalence relation. The  equivalence merges
all record types and yields a union of a record and array type, as
follows:
(3 = { 0 : Num,1 : Num?, 2 : Num?,

3 : {4 : Num?, 5 : Num?,6 : Num?,⌘ : Num?}
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+ [ Num + Str + {0 : Num,1 : Num}]

The record type reports all �elds appearing in the merged
record types from the map phase, while indicating whether they
are mandatory or optional (this latter fact being indicated by
decorating the �elds with ?). For instance, 0 is a mandatory �eld
of type Num, while 1, 2 , and 3 are optional �elds of type Num;
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The map phase yields for each value a corresponding schema.
Essentially, atomic values are mapped to their corresponding
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follows:
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The record type reports all �elds appearing in the merged
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The type resulting from re�ning the content of byline is de-
picted in Figure 2 and shows four possible situations which corre-
spond to di�erent combinations of the contributor, organization,
and original �elds, but, more interestingly, it reveals that the oc-
currence of organization implies that person has an empty array,
while its absence coincides with the case where person contains
an array with a record type. This observation can be explained by
the fact that, when an article is written by an organization, the
person �eld is not relevant and hence it contains an empty array
and, conversely, when it is written by persons, the organization
�eld is irrelevant and, hence, it just does not appear in the byline
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The type resulting from re�ning the content of byline is de-
picted in Figure 2 and shows four possible situations which corre-
spond to di�erent combinations of the contributor, organization,
and original �elds, but, more interestingly, it reveals that the oc-
currence of organization implies that person has an empty array,
while its absence coincides with the case where person contains
an array with a record type. This observation can be explained by
the fact that, when an article is written by an organization, the
person �eld is not relevant and hence it contains an empty array
and, conversely, when it is written by persons, the organization
�eld is irrelevant and, hence, it just does not appear in the byline
�eld.

Now that the user has gained some knowledge about the struc-
ture of the byline �eld, she/he may want to explore the person

Interactive schema inference [2] allows the analysts to use different 
equivalence relations at different nesting levels.

With the kind equivalence (K ), every record type is equivalent
to any other record type, and every array type is equivalent to any
array type. Hence, this equivalence leads to merging all record
types into a single one while indicating for each �eld whether it
is optional or mandatory.

To illustrate, consider the following heterogeneous collection
containing three JSON records and one array.

o1 {a : 1,b : 2,d : {e : 3, f : 4}}
o2 {a : 1, c : 2,d : {� : 3,h : 4}}
o3 {a : 1, c : 2,d : {e : 3, f : 4}}
o4 [123, ”abc”, {a : 10,b : 20}]

The map phase yields for each value to its corresponding
schema. Essentially, atomic values are mapped to their corre-
sponding atomic types (numbers to Num, etc) while complex con-
structs are processed recursively. The potential heterogeneous
content of arrays is concisely represented using the union (+)
operator.

s1 = {a : Num,b : Num,d : {e : Num, f : Num}}
s2 = {a : Num, c : Num,d : {� : Num,h : Num}}
s3 = {a : Num, c : Num,d : {e : Num, f : Num}}
s4 = [Num + Str + {a : Num,b : Num}]

During the reduce phase, equivalent types are merged based
on the chosen equivalence relation. The K equivalence merges
all record types and yields a union of a record and array type, as
follows:

S3 = { a : Num,b : Num?, c : Num?,
d : {e : Num?, f : Num?,� : Num?,h : Num?}
}

+ [ Num + Str + {a : Num,b : Num}]
The record type report all �elds appearing in the merged

record types from the map phase while indicating whether they
are mandatory of optional (this latter fact being indicated by
decorating the �elds with ?). For instance, a is a mandatory �eld
of type Num, while b, c , and d are optional �elds of type Num ;
furthermore, d values are objects whose �elds are all optional.
Notation 2.1 In the following, when a union schema s1+ . . . +sn
is inferred by means of an equivalence E, we will use the pre�x no-
tation +E(s1, . . . , sn ), so that the inferred schema indicates which
equivalence has been used in order to decide what schemas to merge
in the inference process. For readability, we omit the +E pre�x for
atomic types when they appear as a singleton.

So for instance, we note S3 as
S3 = +K ({ a : Num,b : Num?, c : Num?,

d : +K ({e : Num?, f : Num?,� : Num?,h : Num?})
},

[+K (Num, Str, {a : Num,b : Num})]
)

Concerning precision, it is worth observing that the above
schema hides important correlation information like the fact that
b and c never co-occur or the fact that �elds e, f always occur
together.

To derive a more precise schema, where records having di�er-
ent labels are kept separated, we use the label equivalence (L),
according to which record types are equivalent only if they share
the same top-level �eld labels. So by means of the L equivalence
only s2 and s3 are merged, thus obtaining:

S4 = +L({ a : Num, b : Num, d : {e : Num, f : Num}},
{ a : Num, c : Num,

d : +L({e : Num, f : Num}, {� : Num,h : Num} ) },
[+L(Num, Str, {a : Num,b : Num} )]

)

The resulting inferred schema S4 gives now a very detailed
description of the records in the data by sacri�cing conciseness.

However, in general, schemas are much larger than those in
the above example, and this could be a complication for for an
analyst who wants a precise description of a speci�c part of the
dataset/schema (for instance one speci�c record type) without
being overwhelmed by a too large schema describing all the
rest. In order to overcome this limitation, we show in the next
section how inferred schema can be interactively manipulated
by the analyst, by preserving soundness (schemas obtained in
the interaction all describe the data set at hand).

S5 = +L({ a : Num, b : Num, d : {e : Num, f : Num}},
{ a : Num, c : Num,

d : +L({e : Num, f : Num}, {� : Num,h : Num} ) },
[+L(Num, Str, {a : Num,b : Num} )]

)

S5 = +K ({ a : Num,b : Num?, c : Num?,
d : +L( {e : Num, f : Num}, {� : Num,h : Num} ) ,
},

[+K (Num, Str, {a : Num,b : Num})]
)

3 INTERACTIVE SCHEMA INFERENCE
The interactive schema inference is very useful when it allows
for describing the same data with di�erent levels of precision-
succinctness so that parts of greater interest to the user are de-
scribed with the �nest precision while parts with lower interest
are described in a succinct way. The interactive schema inference
proposed in [? ] goes into this direction, and to show its e�ective-
ness we illustrate below a possible interaction that the user can
perform on the schema inferred from a real-life dataset, crawled
from the o�cial NYTimes API [? ] and consisting in metadata
about articles of the newspaper. This dataset is interesting for our
problem since it features many irregularities at several levels, and
discovering these irregularities, using a traditional type inference
mechanism, may simply become unpractical.

A simpli�ed version of the K type inferred from this dataset
is depicted in Figure 1. This schema focuses on the byline part
which describes the authors of the articles. By examining this
schema, the user realizes that almost all the �elds are optional
and hence, she/he may want to dig deeper to investigate for a
potential correlation between the di�erent �elds.

+K ({ docs :
+K ({ b�line :

+K ({ contributor : Str?
or�anization : Str?
ori�inal : Str?
person : [+K ({ f n : Str?,

ln : Str?,
mn : Str?,
or� : Str?}) ]

})
})

})

Figure 1: The NYTimes K type.


